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Magsat studies over the Indian region
B P S I N G H and M I T A RAJARAM
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Abstract. Data collectedby Magsat have been extensivelyused by Indian scientistsin studies
of the crust beneath India. Results obtained by various workers have been summarizedand
the reasons for differencesin findings have been discussed. It is concluded that methods that
work well for higher latitudes do not give the best estimatesof crustal field and magnetization
in equatorial regions. A better estimate of the crustal component is obtained when the
external current contribution is estimated using the symmetry properties of associated Xand Z-fields. Inversion technique that provides stable crustal magnetization in midlatitudes,
becomes unstable near the equator. Why such an instability arises and how it can be
circumvented are discussed. That the Peninsular shield, the Ganga basin and the Himalayas
are three different geotectonic blocks is clearly reflected in the magnetization distribution.
A thick magnetic crust under Aravalli, Singhbum and Dharwar suggest these areas to be
comparatively stable. In general, seismic, gravity and heat flow data agree characteristically
well with the magnetization estimates.
Keywords. Magsat; anomaly maps; spherical earth modelling; inversion of anomaly;
low-latitude inversion; magnetization solution.

1. Introduction
In October 1979, the Magnetic Field Satellite (Magsat) was launched by the National
Aeronautic and Space Administration (NASA), USA as a part of its Earth Resource
Survey Programme. The satellite was put into a low altitude (apogee 352 km, perigee
561 km), sun-synchronous, dawn-dusk orbit with an inclination of 96.76 ~ After
measuring the scalar and vector magnetic field for about eight months it returned to
earth on 11 June 1980. The objectives of this mission were: (i) to obtain accurate
vector measurements of the near-earth geomagnetic field and (ii) to use these
measurements in modelling of the main (core) and crustal fields. The latter was meant
for delineating geological and geophysical characteristics with a view to identify
regions that can bear natural resources or are earthquake prone (Langel 1985).
Amongst the fourteen non-US investigation teams there were two from India. The
first team consisted of scientists from the Indian Institute of Geomagnetism (IIG)
referred to as G r o u p A in this paper, and the other team referred to as G r o u p B had
scientists from the Survey of India (Dehradun), the National Geophysical Research
Institute (Hyderabad), the Space Application Centre (Ahmedabad) and the Indian
School of Mines (Dhanbad). The Survey of India (SOI), acted as the Principal
Investigator of this group. Both these groups basically concentrated on crustal studies.
The field measured by Magsat contains contributions from: (i) the core field
(30,000 nT to 65,000 nT); (ii) fields arising from external current systems (a few to a
few hundred nT); a n d (iii) field from magnetisation of the earth's crust (0 to 20nT).
It should be immediately obvious that isolation of the miniscule crustal part is a
difficult problem. A method for the purpose, suited particularly to low-latitude regions
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was developed by Agarwal et al (1986a). The crustal component in the scalar and
vector fields have been calculated by these authors and the anomaly maps for the
Indian region is available in their work. (Maps of the crustal field are commonly
called anomaly maps). Arur et al (1986) provided an anomaly map for the vertical
component for the same region. Maps prepared with Magsat data have an inherent
root mean square error of 1 nT in the scalar field and 2 nT in each of the vector
components. The above mentioned two maps have proved quite effective in delineation
of major tectonic structures of the sub-continent either through correlative studies
with other geophysical parameters or through inverse modelling. Most of the studies
on these lines have been undertaken by teams at IIG and the National Geophysical
Research Institute (NGRI). The IIG scientists also discuss special caution that one
needs to adopt in inversion of anomalies in the equatorial and low-latitude regions.
Although the study of external current system was not one of the primary objectives
of the Magsat mission, some very interesting results emerged in this area too. It has
been realized that a better understanding of the external current contribution is very
important to accurately determine the crustal component. However, as will be evident
from what follows, much of the difference in the anomaly maps and conclusions
derived therefrom, lie in the way of removal of the external current contribution. We
describe the studies of Group A and Group B separately, because of the difference
in their approaches.

2. Work done at IIG

The work of this group may be classified into five distinct part: (i) preparation of
scalar and vector anomaly maps over India and contiguotis regions; (ii) spherical
earth modelling of the scalar anomaly over India to check the validity of data reduction
technique; (iii) computation of crustal magnetization and its correlation with
geological and geophysical parameters; (iv) theoretical calculations to investigate the
cause of instability at low latitudes in magnetization calculation; and (v) development
of an inversion scheme that gives only positive magnetization.
2.1 Preparation of anomaly maps

Considering that the crustal component constitutes only around 0.05~ of the total
observed values, its isolation is an involved procedure. The core (main) field,
constituting about 99~ of the measured field, was eliminated through a thirteen
degree and order spherical harmonic expansion (model MGST 4/81 of Langel et al
1981). From the remainder, the contribution of ionospheric-magnetospheric currents
(which we usually refer to as the external field) needs to be removed. The distribution
of these currents during disturbed conditions of magnetosphere is sufficiently complex
to preclude a simple expression. However, when the magnetosphere is quite, one can
reasonably take pO (cos 0) to represent the latitudinal dependence of the external field
potential (Agarwal et al 1986a), where 0 represents the co-latitude of the point of
observation. They selected data of passes with Kp ~<1o whose number was 92 over the
Indian region. This way they used extremely quiet periods. Since a potential of the
form pO (cos 0) produces a symmetrical H-field and an antisymmetrical Z-field across
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the dip equator, Agarwal et al emphasized that in equatorial regions the external
current contribution be estimated using H- and Z-fields directly rather than the
scalar B-field.
The crustal part of the total (B), north-south (X) and vertical (Z) fields are shown
in figures 1-3. As pointed out earlier, the crustal part is often referred to as the
anomaly field. The anomalies were calculated by taking average over 2 ~ x 2 ~ blocks.
The standard deviations on the estimates are ~ 2 nT or below. In taking averages
for the 2 ~ x 2 ~ prismatic blocks, it has been tacitly assumed that the intensity of the
anomalous field varies linearly with elevation in the height range covered by Magsat.
Yanagisawa et al (1982) observe that because the Magsat altitude did not vary much
(standard deviation 60 km), the main features of the anomaly could be correctly
estimated by simple averaging. Agarwal et al (1986a) compared the B-anomaly
synthesized from the X-, Y- and Z anomalies with the B-anomaly estimated directly
and found the two to agree quite well. This gives credence to the data reduction
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Figure 1. Magneticanomaliesin the scalar field(B) at the averageMagsat height of 420km.
Anomalies are averaged over 2~ x 2~ blocks and are contoured at 2-nT intervals(Agarwal
et al 1986a).
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technique and at the same time establishes the reliability of the anomaly maps. It is
seen in figures 1-3 that over certain regions individual components (X or Z) are
numerically larger than the total field B, Such a situation arises because what has
b0en estimated as anomaly in B is not the resultant of the X-, Y- and Z-anomalies,
rather the algebraic sum of their projection in the direction of the earth's main field.
Thus, near the dip equator where the main field is almost horizontal, whatever may
be the value of anomaly in Z, its contribution to B will be zero. Further, over the
Indian region declination varying between 1 and 2~ the main field is orthogonal to
the east-west direction: a situation in which Y-anomaly will not contribute to the
B-anomaly. In summary, the X-component largely controls the B-field in the
equatorial region and one does find close similarity between figures 1 and 2 over the
peninsular region. Over the Ganga basin and the Himalayas, some differences in X
and B arise from contributions of Z. The anomaly maps show close association with
major geological and tectonic features (Singh et al 1986).
2.2 Spherical earth modelling of the scalar magnetic anomaly over the Indian region
As described earlier, isolation of the miniscule crustal component is based on
approximations that were introduced to represent the core field and the external
current contributions. It seems desirable to examine the accuracy of the isolated
crustal component. Rajaram and Singh (1986) calculated the anomaly over the Indian
region at the Magsat height (420 km) assuming that the magnetic crust lies above the
Moho. The source causing the anomaly is thus assumed to lie fully within the crust
and for purposes of calculation the whole crust was divided into prismatic bodies of
4 ~ x 4 ~ size. The choice of such a source size takes into account the result of Webster
et al (1985) who mention that magnetic bodies seperated by 450km, can be clearly
resolved by the Magsat. Further, the whole of magnetization was given the direction
of main field on the consideration that the remanent magnetization can be neglected
for crustal anomalies at satellite heights (Mayhew et al 1985). The magnetic moment
(M) ofa 4~ x 4 ~block is then the product ofthe magnetised mass, its mean susceptibility
(AK) and the intensity of the main field (B). Moment (M) in this formulation critically
depends upon two parameters: the thickness (T) of the magnetized crust and mean
susceptibility (AK). According to Wasilewski et al (1979) T can be taken as the
thickness of the crust on the assumption that the bottom of the magnetized crust is
the same as the Mohorovicic seismic discontinuity; i.e.
T = 32.0 - 0.08 Ag;
where Ag is the Bouguer gravity anomaly (Qureshy 1970). For the other parameter
(AK) a value of 0.0025 emu/cc (0.031 SI) was taken. The scalar field at the satellite
height was calculated by integrating over the whole volume of the body extending the
limits of integration to cover the co-ordinate limits of the source volume. GaussLegendre-Quadrature method of integration described by von Frese et al (1981) was
used in computation. Gross features of the computed and observed anomalies match,
in particular, the zero line across Central India in the observed map is well reproduced
in the computed map (Rajaram and Singh 1986). The contouring of the negative
anomalies to the north of the zero line in both the maps is very similar and both
have the same magnitudes within the rms errors. However, to the south of the zero
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line, particularly over the Bay of Bengal the agreement is not so good. This is ascribed
to the paucity of a good estimate of crustal thickness. The values selected for the Bay
of Bengal and Arabian sea are likely to affect the estimates over the peninsular region
at a height of 400 km when the area contributing to the anomaly increases to about
1000 km in diameter at these heights. The result, on the whole, is significant in the
sense that it establishes the correctness of anomaly estimates from magnetic survey
satellites.
2.3 Inversion of the anomalies
Characterization of crust in terms of geological properties directly from the anomaly
map is difficult, because the angle of inclination (/) changes from zero over the end
of peninsula to about 45 ~ over the Himalayas. One could circumvent this limitation
by estimating crustal magnetization. Bapat et al (1987) calculated the latter through
equivalent source technique, wherein an array of dipole sources is placed on the
earth's surface so as to collectively reproduce the observed anomaly in the sense of
least squares. The magnetization was again assumed to arise from induction only i.e.
the dipoles were considered magnetized in the direction of the main field. The
calculated moment which is proportional to the thickness of magnetized crust and
effective susceptibility, turns out to be a useful parameter in studying the nature of
the crust.
The field Fi at the observation point (i = 1, 2...N) is the sum of the anomalies
produced at the point by j dipoles (j = 1,2...M) of moment m~:
M

Fi = ~ aom ~,

(1)

j=l

where a~j is the source function. The explicit expression for a o can be found in Meyer
et al (1983). Their expression for B needs to be modified to the expression given in
Bapat et al (1987). In matrix notation equation (1) reduces to:
F = A-m.
Making a least squares fit to the observed anomaly F ~ amounts to solving:
m = (ArA) - 1ArF 0.

(2)

Langel et al (1984) emphasize that within 20~ of the geomagnetic equator, solution
of equation (2) is highly unstable for any reasonable dipole spacing (say about 2~
Bapat et al show that stable solutions can be obtained through ridge regression
method. In the normal least squares method one tries to get the best fit to the data
without taking into account the variance of the calculated parameters from their real
physical values. Ridge regression tries to optimize both by augmenting the diagonal
elements of A r A (Hoed and Kennard 1970a, b; Marquardt 1970). Instead of
equation (2) one solves for m
m = (ArA + KI)- 1 ArF 0

(3)

In the above equation I is a unit matrix and K is called the damping factor. K is so
selected that KI is much smaller than the element to which it is added, in order not
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to disturb the solutions too much. If ATA is in terms of a correlation matrix, K lies
between 0 and 1. Calculation is started with K = 0, and is increased in small steps,
while m solutions at different stages are compared. When the stage is reached that
any further increase of K does not significantly affect the magnitude of mj's, the
cycle is stopped. Figures 4 and 5 are the calculated moments of 2 ~ x 2 ~ blocks from
inversion of B- and Z-anomalies over 1~ x 1~ block.
Areas with negative magnetization are seen in both the maps, which seems
unrealistic under the assumption that the longwavelength anomalies are from sources
magnetized in the direction of the main field, i.e. remanent magnetization is
insignificant. Even with negative signs, the maps are quite adequate for characterization
of lithological contrasts. Negative values arise from a shift of the base level, a shift
which does not affect the field measured at an external point according to the
annihilator function of Parker and Huestis (1974). Figures 4 and 5 in reality reflect
relative contrasts between different blocks and should be taken to represent deviations
from some hypothetical moment. In this concept, a negative value reflects thin crust,
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Figure 5. Magnetic moment distribution for 2 ~ x 2~ blocks calculated through inversion
of Z-anomalies by the method of Bapat et al (1987). Moments are contoured at 2 x 10 x4 Am 2
intervals (Singh et al 1989a).

or a crust containing weakly magnetic material, or both. The reverse holds true when
magnetization is positive. On comparing the magnetization distribution with known
geotectonic features of the sub-continent, Bapat et al (1987) conclude that in the
equatorial region, inversion of B-anomaly (figure 4) misses or wrongly represents
many of the geological structures, whereas inversion of Z-anomaly (figure 5) gives a
better representation of the geological structures south of 20~ A combined inversion
of X-, Y- and Z- anomalies may work well for all the regions. However, if the situation
so arises that one of the three components has a consistently low value all over the
region, this may be excluded, lest its noise affects the resolution of the combined
estimate. Inverting X-, Y- and Z- jointly is different from inverting B, because in the
latter X, Y and Z are weighted by their direction cosines. Consequently, Z will
contribute insignificantly at equator and X near the poles. In a joint inversion all the
three components contribute equally except for the fact that the one with larger
magnitude will be more effective in a least squares fit.
We have also inverted the B-anomaly using the Principal Component Method
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(PCM) that Langel et al (1984) used and found the results of ridge-regression and
PCM to be identical. Thus, as far as inversion of low latitude magnetic anomalies is
concerned, the two methods are equivalent and the observartion by Hoerl and
Kennard (1970b) of the superiority of ridge regression over principal component
analysis does not seem to be true.
2.4 Nature of low-latitude inversion instabilities
That the same formulation which gives stable magnetization solution with source
spacing of 2 ~ x 2 ~ at mid-latitudes requires a source spacing of 4 ~ x 4 ~ at low latitudes,
need elucidation. Basavaiah et al (1989) show that such a situation arises because the
surface area that effectively contributes to the measured value is larger at the equator.
They arrived at this conclusion by calculating the variation in the field strength at
the Magsat height when the dipole positions on the earth's surface are changed in
terms of their latitude and longitude. The latitudinal spread of dipoles contributing
to measured B is found to be significantly larger for equatorial positions. This may
explain why Mayhew's (1979) technique that gives a stable solution with spacing of
2 ~ x 2 ~ for high latitudes requires source spacing of 4 ~ x 4 ~ for low latitudes. A larger
area of magnetized crust contributing to the measured field also accounts for the
absence of expected suppression of the anomalies in equatorial regions. The B-anomaly
should be considerably larger at higher latitudes on two counts: first, the crust itself
would be more magnetized at high latitudes due to increase in intensity of the inducing
(main) field and secondly the orientation of the observation point changes from
broad-side-on position at equator to end-on position at the poles. The absence of
such an enhancement in satellite anomaly maps can now be understood in terms of
the changes in effective area of the crust that contributes to the measurement at these
heights.
2.5 A method of obtaining positive dipole moments
Magnetization maps (figures 4 and 5) show areas with negative moments. This looks
unrealistic under the assumption that long-wavelength anomalies are from sources
magnetized in the direction of main field. Although we now understand that the
negative sign arises from a shift of the base-level, nonetheless, when the thickness of
the crust or its average susceptibility is to be estimated, the absolute value of
magnetization is needed. Hayling and Harrison (1986) achieved this by adding
annihilator function of such a magnitude that all the values are above zero. The need
for a formulation that directly estimates the absolute values thus remains.
Singh et al (1989a) describe a method that directly gives positive magnetization.
Starting with an initial guess of positive moments, the values are updated through
an iterative process to best reproduce the measured anomaly. Operationally, instead
of calculating m through equation (2), they calculate Am through
Am = (ArA) - 1Ar(Fre~)
where
mj = m ~ +

Amj
M

F[eS= F, - ~, aum~
j=1

(4)
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F~c' denotes the residual field, i.e. the part of anomaly that remained unaccounted
o Here too, stable estimates of Am needed ridge regression.
by the initial guess mj.
Since the elements of Am do not form an orthogonal base, the estimated Amj's are
not independent of each other. Two checks were introduced to make solutions
converge without undergoing wild oscillations. First m~ were updated not with the
whole of m; rather only 40% of it, i.e. mj = m ~ + 0.4Amj and secondly those rn]s which
on correction attained a negative value were left unchanged i.e. my = m~ if mj + 0"4Amy
becomes negative. It was found that even with 500 unknowns, the estimations converged
after five cycles of iteration. Initial estimate of m~ was made by taking the depth of
magnetization as the Moho and average susceptibility as 0.0025emu/r162(0"031 SI).
Initial guess of m~ was not found to be very critical for the convergence of the solutions.
Magnetization maps in terms of moments of 2 ~ x 2 ~ blocks are given in figures 6
and 7 corresponding to inversion of B- and Z-anomalies. When these are compared
with figures 4 and 5 respectively, it becomes obvious that negatives in conventional
solution are indeed due to shift of the base-level. The patterns are identical in the
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two sets of magnetization maps. However, in terms of absolute values, the contrasts
at certain locations differ by 10~. We believe that the modified method (i.e. the one
described in this section) is more accurate since the magnitudes over the three cratons
of the sub-continent are in correct order with respect to their age.
2.6 Significant results about the crust
Space-borne measurements are an effective means of studying the long-wavelength
part of the anomaly field since short-wavelength components automatically get totally
attenuated at satellite heights. Since the lower crust is the major source of longwavelength magnetic anomalies (Wasilewski and Mayhew 1982), Magsat data is of
special relevance to the study of properties of lower crust. Singh 0989) and Singh
et al (1989b) have compared the magnetization characteristics with the geotectonic
structures of th~ sub-continent.
The five Archean Proterozoic foldbelts that form the basement of the sub-continent
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(figure 8) are clearly discernible in the magnetization map (figure 5). As against figure 7,
figure 5 is more convenient for visualizing contrasts because of the change in sign.
The three oldest amongst the five foldbelts (Dharwar, Aravalli and Singhbum) are
areas of positive magnetization, whereas the two younger ones (Eastern Ghats and
areas of Delhi folding) are negatively magnetized. Though not in figure 5, in figure 7
Dharwar the thickest and oldest crust, has also the strongest magnetization. The
magnetization distribution is also in good agreement with heat flow results given
in Gupta (1982): the three cratons with low heat flow values are areas of positive
magnetization, whilst the mobile belts with high heat flow are areas of low
magnetization.
Magnetization solutions also correlate well with known variations in crustal
thickness. Qureshy (1970) from the study of gravity anomalies, and Narain (1973),
from the study of body wave travel times, surface wave dispersion and gravity data
report that the crust is 34-40km thick in the Peninsular shield, 30-35 km in the
lndo-Gangetic plains and 60-80 km in the Himalayan - Tibet plateau. Magnetization
too is negative for the Indo-Gangetic plains where the crust is thin and positive on
both sides where the crust is thick. However, the range of variation in magnetization
cannot be accounted for by the small (~ 10~) change in the crustal thickness. Either
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the composition or the thermal state or both must vary significantly in the lower
crust to account for the magnetization contrasts. The thermal state seems to be a
plausible cause, because Gupta (1982) gives a variation in heat flow from 26 mWm-2
to 107 mWm-2 over the subcontinent. Compositional changes are equally likely since
the Indian platform has evolved through varied tectonic activities. Vertical movements,
reactivation of ancient faults and redistribution of masses must have caused transfer
of material between crust and mantle leading to lateral gradients in composition of
the crust.
Negative magnetization over the Eastern Ghats continues into the Gondwana
basins that separate the Dharwar and Singhbhum cratons. Measured heat flow in
the area ranges from 49 to 107mWm -2. The tectonic activity in the region is also
high. Both high heat flow and tectonic activity, correspond well with negative
magnetization. The overall agreement between the magnetization and known geophysical properties of the crust proves the efficacy of space-borne magnetic measurements
in characterization of the lower crust. Besides, the results also show that the lower
crust of different geotectonic blocks is compositionally and thermally different.
Singh et al (1989c) also studied the contrasts and similarities between continental
and oceanic crust. They observed that the anomaly maps (figures 1 and 2 particularly)
do not bring out the difference of continental-oceanic crust as do the magnetization
solutions. Figure 5 shows a sharp transition from continental to oceanic crust on the
eastern coast, whereas on the west coast the continental crust continues for some
distance into the sea. The continental crust seems to extend into the northwest portion
of the Bay of Bengal.

3. Work done by Group B
Major emphasis of this group has been the interpretation of magnetization maps,
correlation of the solutions with known geophysical parameters, geological and
tectonic features. Contributions came mainly from groups at NGRI. The Survey of
India prepared a Z-anomaly map following a different approach.
3.1 Preparation of anomaly maps

Arur et al (1986) selected Z-data from all passes with K~ ranging from 0 to 3+. After
removal of the earth's main field and external current contributions as given in the
NASA Technical Memorandum NASA 82160 (Langel et al 1981) the residuals were
reduced to a common height of 400 km for each pass. The method is based on taking
the Fourier spectrum. A linear trend was also removed before the data were averaged
over 2~ 2~ blocks. Further, individual values that differed by 3a(a = standard
deviation) from the block average were neglected and a new average calculated. The
anomaly map prepared by them differs significantly from the map published by
Agarwal et al (1986a) and Langel et al (1982). Maps of Agarwal et al, Langel et al
and others published subsequently have similar gross features. The reason for the map
of Arur et al being so different is ascribed to the reduction technique. It is questionable
whether the common Fourier method can be used to estimate the amplitudes of
various wavelengths in satellite data 40~ arc length or so. Sphericity of the earth will
make both linearity of track and equispacing of data points untrue. The approach
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of Arur et al has been developed for upward and downward continuation of
aeromagnetic data, where the areal coverage is only a few degrees and the effects of
sphericity of earth can be safely omitted for these length scales. The same method
cannot be adopted for continuation of satellite data. Mishra and Venkatraydu (1985)
also prepared a B-anomaly map. They used all passes for which data were available
and removed only the contribution of the main field. This map also differs from the
map of Agarwal et al and Langel et al. It appears the' external current contribution
has not been properly removed by Mishra and Venkatraydu.
3.2 Magnetization solution and their interpretation
Mishra (1984) and Mishra and Venkatraydu (1985) have inverted Z- and B-anomalies
using the method of harmonic inversion described in Hahn et al (1976). Figures 9
and l0 show the base of the magnetic crust obtained respectively from the B- and
Z-anomalies. The two maps significantly differ with each other, both in character and
magnitude of the thickness of the magnetized crust: maxima in one is minima in the
other at few places. On the whole the B- inversion (figure 9) gives better agreement
with known geological and geophysical information on the sub-continent. Most likely,
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F i g u r e 10. Curie point geotherm map as obtained from inversion of Z-anomalies for a
magnetization of 200nT in a direction with azimuth A = 315 ~ and inclination I = - 6 5 ~
(Mishra 1984).

the Z-result is inferior in this case because of the inherent limitation of the anomaly
map prepared by Arur et al (1986) that formed the input for the computation of the
thickness. Application of Fourier method to estimate spectral amplitudes in anomaly
maps of aerial extent 40 ~ x 40 ~ will need special transformation in order that the
series contains equispaced data. This limitation in adoption of common aeromagnetic
methods to satellite data is well recognized. Mishra and Venkatraydu (1985) and
Mishra (1986) have correlated the crustal depth of figure 9 with major geological
lineaments/faults and tectonic features. They find that the Deccan Trap is characterized
by nosing of the magnetic contours. Signatures of Narmada Son lineament, Cambay
basin, Aravalli, Singhbhum, Dharwar craton, Tibet Plateau and Shillong massif are
evident in the magnetic crustal thickness variation.
Rao et al (1985) have developed an algorithm to store the least squares symmetric
matrix as a one-dimensional array and thereby economise the computer memory
required in inversion of anomalies. Negi et al (1986a) and Agarwal et al (1986b) using
this algorithm inverted the anomalies by the normal least squares method of Mayhew
(1979). Figures 11 and 12 show the magnetization contrast obtained from B- and
Z-anomalies respectively (taken from Negi et al 1986a). The two maps are characteri-
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Figure 11.. Apparent magnetization contrast from the inversion of B-anomaly. The data
are contoured at if2 A/m-intervals (Negi et al 1986a).

stically different; the magnetization in one (figure 12) is an order of magnitude greater
than the other (figure 11). Such a difference in results pertaining to the same crust
seems unrealistic. Furthermore, neither of the two maps reflect either the three main
geotectonic blocks of the sub-continent (Peninsular shield, Ganga basin and the
Himalayas) or the three old cratons (Aravalli, Singhbhum and Dharwar). Instability
of inversion solution and estimation of external current contribution, particular to
the low latitude regions, seem to have affected the results. Negi et al also used the
Z-anomaly map prepared by Arur et al (1986).
Negi et al (1985, 1986b) correlate the magnetization characteristics with the
geological and tectonic features of the sub-continent. They got magnetization highs
over the Peninsular India covering Aravallis and the Bundelkhand Massif. The
well-known hot spot of Saurashtra region shows low magnetization. Narmada-Son
Lineament is characteristically present in figure 13. Agarwal et al (1986b) on comparing
the thickness of magnetized crust with the gravity data postulated a deep crustal ridge
beneath Central India. Negi et al (1987) estimated the Curie depth and lithospheric
thickness for the sub-continent and conclude that thin crust is associated with high
heat flow.
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Figure 12. Apparent magnetization contrast from the inversion of Z-anomaly. The data
are contoured at if5 A/m-intervals (Negi et al 1986a).

4. Conclusions

Magsat data have been extensively used by the Indian scientists. Work done at the
Indian Institute of Geomagnetism brings out the need to adopt special precaution
in isolation and analysis of anomalies in the equatorial region. The differences in the
anomaly maps prepared by various groups emphasize the point that symmetry
properties of external field contribution must be incorporated in the reduction
technique. Similarly, while inverting the anomalies, instabilities that creep in magnetization solution also need special care. Ridge regression or principal component
method are equally effective in stabilizing the results. One notices that magnetization
in figures 4 and 5 obtained from B- and Z-inversions is much more consistent than
magnetization in figures 11 and 12. In the latter the values over the same region differ
by an order of magnitude. Through a forward modelling, Group A has proved the
genuineness of the anomaly estimates and through a similar exercise they have also
explained the instability of magnetization solution in the equatorial region. Finally,
with all the experience gained, Indian scientists have reached the stage of making
appropriate use of space-borne magnetic measurements in lithological studies.
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